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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

So this episode is coming out later than expected. Spring break really threw me for a 
loop! But I had the best spring break I’ve ever had with the kids. I decided to focus on 
them and spending some quality time together. I share a little more at the end of the 
podcast for those who want to stay and listen! 

The first question is about a two year old and teaching young toddlers privacy around 
private body parts. The second question is about talking to kids, even really young 
ones about the idea of entrepreneurship, when and how these conversations are 
appropriate 

I have learned so much from you . I look forward to your podcast every week and often 
go back in between new episodes to listen to episodes that a relevant to my current 
family life. THANK YOU!!  

"My question for you today is about talking to toddlers about their bodies. My 
daughter just turned two at Christmas , I have made a point to teach her the proper 
names for her body which she has caught on to. I own a dayhome where I care for 5 
other 2 year olds . My daughter often talks about her own vagina when going to the 
potty and knows that the boys have penises. When she says “I have a vagina, *Johnny* 
has a penis” I just reply yes you’re right. She is now getting more curious and asking to 
see the other children’s penis or vagina while I am changing their diaper. How do I 
continue to stay open with her about body parts of boys and girls but also teach her 
about privacy without causing her to shy away from the subject. I don’t want her to 
misinterpret and feel shame. When we are snuggling at night before bed she will label 
my eyes lips ears etc and then often say “where are mommy’s nipples” and proceeds 
to look down my shirt, I am comfortable with this but it wouldn’t be acceptable for her 
to say to someone else. Thanks for any advise you have. Stephanie" 

What a great question! It is important to balance these two ideas, of allowing curiosity 
and not shaming and yet teach privacy at the same time. Understandably she is curious 
because these are parts we cover up and also because they are parts that are different 



on boys and girls and so she is curious as to what they look like.  It’s also important for 
her to understand that if someone wanted to see her private parts that she is in charge 
of her body and can say no. So I would have both sides of this conversation in a non-
shaming way as well as read some books that can help support both side to this and I’ll 
recommend those in a minute. So first, “I know you are very curious about other 
people’s bodies and it’s great to be curious. But remember that penis and vagina are 
private parts. This one belongs to Jonnny or Olivia” or whoever’s diaper you are 
changing and so I need to let them have as much privacy as I can while we are 
changing them. But we can learn more about all the body parts at home from our 
books tonight. This does both, sends the message that curiosity is good, asking 
questions is good. It’s totally coming from such an innocent place of wanting to learn 
more and I love it! But also protecting the other children’s privacy let’s her know that 
there are boundaries around private parts not just everyone else’s but hers too. So it is 
helping her learn that she is in charge of her own and deserves privacy, that no one can 
just ask and expect to see her vagina either. As far her asking about your nipples versus 
someone else’s you can tell her that, it’s ok to ask mommy but we don’t ask other 
people. But if she did, almost anyone, I would hope would find it cute and would give 
it a pass at 2 or even 3. If she did, you would just give the reminder that nipples are 
private parts and so we let people keep their private parts private. It might be the 
same thing with the belly. If she asked to see someone’s belly they would hopefully 
have the same reaction and we would just say, “I know you are curious how different 
people are different but it’s not polite to ask people to show us body parts if they have 
them hidden today.” It’s cute and funny at her age no matter which body part she’s 
asking about! Toddlers will start to understand things like personal space and the 
difference between family and others starting around 3 but will become more solidified 
between 4 and 5. By 5 we expect most kids will have a pretty solid understanding of 
these concepts and the rules around them.  Here are some books to read at home first 
some books about consent and boundaries around private parts “My Body Belongs to 
Me” “My underpants Rule” Also look into some books about anatomy where she can 
learn about all different parts of the body. This will feed her curiosity and show all 
different parts and even the inside the body so she can begin to ask questions about 
how things work, from digestion, to blood flow to breathing to sexual function too! 
Here are a few ideas: The human body book, tales of human anatomy for kids the 
anatomy coloring book for kids - this might be better when she’s little older if she’s still 
interested, like 6+. 

The next question is about teaching kids about entrepreneurship and business. 

"My name is Jon and my wife Jenny and I both love your podcast. We are in 
Melbourne Australia! Our friends are also just starting to have kids and we have been 



pointing them in your direction...because they can see how what we implement with 
our son works, thanks to your helpful practical tips :) in particular, knowing how to 
handle power struggles, when to not struggle and let him do it in his own time...oh and 
understanding how boys don’t like losing their poos to the abyss of the bowl haha!  

My question relates to Thomas Trains. About three months back I started collecting 
them for my son only to realise I was buying faster than he was playing. Being an 
entrepreneur, working all over, I realised that many parents didn’t like sorting so I 
became somewhat of a default sorting centre with parents contacting me what seems 
like daily now to ask if I have this train or that building etc.  

Thing is, as the house is getting filled, I would one day like to share this activity with me 
son, be it market days or sorting nights etc.  

How or when will he be ready to tell the difference between the ones he can play with 
and the ones that are “stock”? Currently he plays with the scuffed ones and is fine but 
when will he start to want “new”? Is that even a thing? 

I thought to ask you after your episode on how kids actually can’t do empathy until 3-4 
and it made me wonder if there is something of a capability threshold for this too.  

Looking forward to your wisdom and guidance.  

Much love from down under 

Jon & Jenny" 

Thank you Jon and Jenny! Lots of love to you and my other friends down under! I 
cannot wait to visit your country. I have this dream of taking my kids and exploring 
Australia with them one day, hopefully not too far down the road! 

I would say there is a threshold for this and it will probably be a while. Given that 2 year 
olds are engulfed in the development of self, by 3 they are starting to understand the 
other and sharing is a concept they can being to grasp and by 4 should be pretty good 
at. I would think any new trains that he cannot play with would be tough, honestly 
anytime before he begins to lose interest in Thomas. Because at 5, he’s probably going 
to want to know why you aren’t sharing your trains! lol! So I would say, closer to 7 or 8. 
By then he can being to understand business concepts, money and the like and the 
whole idea of the business from looking for new items to sorting, to selling and will 
GREAT lessons for him. I love the idea of teaching kids about business and 



entrepreneurship. I think kids need to start learning about this early because the world 
is changing very rapidly. Kids who can see a problem or a need and want to solve it or 
fill it and figure out what it will take to do that whether they start their own business or 
work for someone else, will be valuable and successful and will be more flexible in 
where they can create or seek jobs and add value. So this is a great gift to him! I shared 
that my oldest son has a gift for sales and entrepreneurship. He has no fear about 
going door to door and selling for his cub scout pack or taking orders from friends and 
creating custom lanyards or selling comic books to his friends. I wish I had his talents! I 
have him do my bookkeeping. I’m slowly introducing him and will for the other two as 
well when they get a little to what it takes to run a business so they can have some 
understanding of what it takes. Not to mention, it’s just a great bonding activity for the 
two of you and something he will always remember, the memories and the lessons he 
learned doing this with you. I love it! 

As I mentioned this was the best spring break I’ve ever had with the kids. We didn’t do 
anything overwhelmingly special but we had some great time together and I just 
enjoyed them thoroughly. 

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next week! 
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